
AP World History
Date Lesson

Tuesday
09/04/2018

Unit 1 The Greeks

Standards
1.2.II.B Technological innovations led to improvements in agricultural production, trade, and transportation.
1.2.II.C Patriarchal forms of social organization developed in both pastoralist and agrarian societies.
1.3 The appearance of the first urban societies 5,000 years ago laid the foundations for the development of
complex civilizations; these civilizations shared several significant social, political, and economic
characteristics.
1.3.I Core and foundational civilizations developed in a variety of geographical and environmental settings
where agriculture flourished.
1.3.II.A States were powerful new systems of rule that mobilized surplus labor and resources over large
areas. Rulers of early states often claimed divine connections to power. Rulers also relied on the support of
the military, religious, or aristocratic elites.
1.3.II.B As states grew and competed for land and resources, the more favorably situated had greater
access to resources, produced more surplus food, and experienced growing populations, enabling them to
undertake territorial expansion and conquer surrounding states.
1.3.III Culture played a significant role in unifying states through laws, language, literature, religion, myths,
and monumental art.
1.3.III.A Early civilizations developed monumental architecture and urban planning.
1.3.III.B Systems of record keeping arose independently in all early civilizations and writing and record
keeping subsequently spread.
1.3.III.C States developed legal codes that reflected existing hierarchies and facilitated the rule of
governments over people.
1.3.III.D New religious beliefs that developed in this period— including the Vedic religion, Hebrew
monotheism, and Zoroastrianism—continued to have strong influences in later periods.
1.3.III.E Interregional cultural and technological exchanges grew as a result of expanding trade networks
and large-scale population movements, such as the Indo-European and Bantu migrations.
1.3.III.F Social hierarchies, including patriarchy, intensified as states expanded and cities multiplied.
SOC-6 Explain how political, economic, cultural, and demographic factors have affected social structures
over time.
SOC-5 Explain how social categories, roles, and practices have been maintained or challenged over time.
SOC-4 Explain how the development of specialized labor systems interacted with the development of social
hierarchies.
SOC-2 Evaluate the extent to which different ideologies, philosophies, and religions affected social
hierarchies.

Lesson / Instruction
1. Greece and city-states
2. Athens and Sparta
3. Greek colonization

Homework / Evidence of Learning
1. Students will begin to complete their personal CCOT essay. This essay has been planned step-by-step
over two weeks. The students will have one week to complete the final draft of ttheirpersonal essay.
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Wednesday
09/05/2018

Writing Lab

Standards
1.2.II.B Technological innovations led to improvements in agricultural production, trade, and transportation.
1.2.II.C Patriarchal forms of social organization developed in both pastoralist and agrarian societies.
1.3 The appearance of the first urban societies 5,000 years ago laid the foundations for the development of
complex civilizations; these civilizations shared several significant social, political, and economic
characteristics.
1.3.I Core and foundational civilizations developed in a variety of geographical and environmental settings
where agriculture flourished.
1.3.II.A States were powerful new systems of rule that mobilized surplus labor and resources over large
areas. Rulers of early states often claimed divine connections to power. Rulers also relied on the support of
the military, religious, or aristocratic elites.
1.3.II.B As states grew and competed for land and resources, the more favorably situated had greater
access to resources, produced more surplus food, and experienced growing populations, enabling them to
undertake territorial expansion and conquer surrounding states.
1.3.III Culture played a significant role in unifying states through laws, language, literature, religion, myths,
and monumental art.
1.3.III.A Early civilizations developed monumental architecture and urban planning.
1.3.III.B Systems of record keeping arose independently in all early civilizations and writing and record
keeping subsequently spread.
1.3.III.C States developed legal codes that reflected existing hierarchies and facilitated the rule of
governments over people.
1.3.III.D New religious beliefs that developed in this period— including the Vedic religion, Hebrew
monotheism, and Zoroastrianism—continued to have strong influences in later periods.
1.3.III.E Interregional cultural and technological exchanges grew as a result of expanding trade networks
and large-scale population movements, such as the Indo-European and Bantu migrations.
1.3.III.F Social hierarchies, including patriarchy, intensified as states expanded and cities multiplied.
SOC-6 Explain how political, economic, cultural, and demographic factors have affected social structures
over time.
SOC-5 Explain how social categories, roles, and practices have been maintained or challenged over time.
SOC-4 Explain how the development of specialized labor systems interacted with the development of social
hierarchies.
SOC-2 Evaluate the extent to which different ideologies, philosophies, and religions affected social
hierarchies.

Lesson / Instruction
1. Students will write the comparative essay that they planned on last Friday.
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Thursday
09/06/2018

The Persian Empire

Standards
1.2.II.B Technological innovations led to improvements in agricultural production, trade, and transportation.
1.2.II.C Patriarchal forms of social organization developed in both pastoralist and agrarian societies.
1.3 The appearance of the first urban societies 5,000 years ago laid the foundations for the development of
complex civilizations; these civilizations shared several significant social, political, and economic
characteristics.
1.3.I Core and foundational civilizations developed in a variety of geographical and environmental settings
where agriculture flourished.
1.3.II.A States were powerful new systems of rule that mobilized surplus labor and resources over large
areas. Rulers of early states often claimed divine connections to power. Rulers also relied on the support of
the military, religious, or aristocratic elites.
1.3.II.B As states grew and competed for land and resources, the more favorably situated had greater
access to resources, produced more surplus food, and experienced growing populations, enabling them to
undertake territorial expansion and conquer surrounding states.
1.3.III Culture played a significant role in unifying states through laws, language, literature, religion, myths,
and monumental art.
1.3.III.A Early civilizations developed monumental architecture and urban planning.
1.3.III.B Systems of record keeping arose independently in all early civilizations and writing and record
keeping subsequently spread.
1.3.III.C States developed legal codes that reflected existing hierarchies and facilitated the rule of
governments over people.
1.3.III.D New religious beliefs that developed in this period— including the Vedic religion, Hebrew
monotheism, and Zoroastrianism—continued to have strong influences in later periods.
1.3.III.E Interregional cultural and technological exchanges grew as a result of expanding trade networks
and large-scale population movements, such as the Indo-European and Bantu migrations.
1.3.III.F Social hierarchies, including patriarchy, intensified as states expanded and cities multiplied.
SOC-6 Explain how political, economic, cultural, and demographic factors have affected social structures
over time.
SOC-5 Explain how social categories, roles, and practices have been maintained or challenged over time.
SOC-4 Explain how the development of specialized labor systems interacted with the development of social
hierarchies.
SOC-2 Evaluate the extent to which different ideologies, philosophies, and religions affected social
hierarchies.

Lesson / Instruction
1. Persia as an empire
2. Wars with Greece
3. Alexander the Great
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Friday
09/07/2018

Standards
1.2.II.B Technological innovations led to improvements in agricultural production, trade, and transportation.
1.2.II.C Patriarchal forms of social organization developed in both pastoralist and agrarian societies.
1.3 The appearance of the first urban societies 5,000 years ago laid the foundations for the development of
complex civilizations; these civilizations shared several significant social, political, and economic
characteristics.
1.3.I Core and foundational civilizations developed in a variety of geographical and environmental settings
where agriculture flourished.
1.3.II.A States were powerful new systems of rule that mobilized surplus labor and resources over large
areas. Rulers of early states often claimed divine connections to power. Rulers also relied on the support of
the military, religious, or aristocratic elites.
1.3.II.B As states grew and competed for land and resources, the more favorably situated had greater
access to resources, produced more surplus food, and experienced growing populations, enabling them to
undertake territorial expansion and conquer surrounding states.
1.3.III Culture played a significant role in unifying states through laws, language, literature, religion, myths,
and monumental art.
1.3.III.A Early civilizations developed monumental architecture and urban planning.
1.3.III.B Systems of record keeping arose independently in all early civilizations and writing and record
keeping subsequently spread.
1.3.III.C States developed legal codes that reflected existing hierarchies and facilitated the rule of
governments over people.
1.3.III.D New religious beliefs that developed in this period— including the Vedic religion, Hebrew
monotheism, and Zoroastrianism—continued to have strong influences in later periods.
1.3.III.E Interregional cultural and technological exchanges grew as a result of expanding trade networks
and large-scale population movements, such as the Indo-European and Bantu migrations.
1.3.III.F Social hierarchies, including patriarchy, intensified as states expanded and cities multiplied.
SOC-6 Explain how political, economic, cultural, and demographic factors have affected social structures
over time.
SOC-5 Explain how social categories, roles, and practices have been maintained or challenged over time.
SOC-4 Explain how the development of specialized labor systems interacted with the development of social
hierarchies.
SOC-2 Evaluate the extent to which different ideologies, philosophies, and religions affected social
hierarchies.

Lesson / Instruction
Harkness Discussion: Empires in Unit 1
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